Dear [Name],

You don't have to be a prophet to see that the world is becoming more and more unpredictable and certainly much more dangerous! You hear it every day on the news. But you DO NEED A PROPHET LIKE ME to see and help you seize an incredible opportunity for you.

**FACT:** You should have been RICH way before now.

But you have been unable so far to reach out and grab the opportunities that have come your way. Well, here is another chance for you. I have "seen" it for you. Your power is being blocked by forces that are, for the moment, beyond your control. These forces are, in fact, causing great turmoil in the world (Middle East, the U.N. - even here in the U.S., Europe and Canada), but you can benefit from this [Name], if you have the courage. To the tune of at least $27,000!

That's why I have rushed you these four very special point of contact agreement prayer cloths. They are your first step to wealth, health and protection in this time of danger.

**BUT:** PLEASE DON'T HANDLE THESE ANOINTED CLOTHS UNNECESSARILY UNTIL I TELL YOU EXACTLY WHAT TO DO WITH THEM. (You will diminish their power if you do.) EVERYTHING WRITTEN HERE IS SOUNDED TO HAPPEN... They are enclosed for you and you alone and should not be touched by even another member of your family.

... THAT'S ULTERTLY BEYOND DOUBT!!!

These point of contact agreement prayer cloths will become very important in your life for seizing and influencing (through me) the supernatural forces that are carrying out God's divine purpose and plans.

But more about that in a moment.

First, let me tell you how God let me discover a depth of tremendous opportunity for my closest "inner circle" friends.

I recently attended a prophetic conference of prominent men and women of God who are extremely sensitive to the promptings of the Holy Spirit, men and women who are acquainted with the leading of and the voice of the Spirit. The purpose of this meeting was to share prophetic insight with one another so that we could effectively prepare for the months ahead. Well, to my astonishment and amazement not one of these visionaries and prophets saw the things that I did.
Most of the predictions were helpful and edifying but missed the mark as far as I could discern.

* NOT ONE OF THE PROPHETS ASIDE FROM MYSELF COULD FORETELL THE COMING TURMOIL AS I DID.

NOT ONE OF THESE SPIRITUAL LEADERS ASIDE FROM MYSELF WAS ABLE TO CLEARLY SEE THE SUBTLE SHIFT THAT IS CREATING TURMOIL AROUND THE WORLD.

OVER PLEASE...
AND NOT ONE OF THESE PROPHETS AND VISIONARIES WERE ABLE TO OFFER THE SLIGHTEST INSIGHT AS TO HOW TO PROSPER AND PROFIT DURING THIS CELESTIAL SHIFT TO WORLD TURMOIL.

LISTEN TO ME, I HAVE SOMETHING IMPORTANT TO TELL YOU: TIMES LIKE THESE ARE FILLED WITH GOLDEN OPPORTUNITIES FOR THOSE WHO HAVE THE VISION TO SEE THEM AND THE COURAGE TO REACH OUT AND GRAB THEM.

Sister, think of the enormous amounts of wealth that is at this very moment changing hands. Do you think it is only a mere coincidence that tremendous wealth and resources are flowing into the hands of Spirit led and Spirit directed believers? That Spirit led believers around the world are becoming incredibly rich during this time of crisis?

Do you think these end-time chosen ones have become rich by sheer coincidence or by their own natural ability? Nonsense. They are all working with insiders - people like me who can "see" what to do next. They are directed and led by an invisible, divine force.

Will you let me help you? I can and will (if you let me) perform an impartation that will release some of this enormous energy and power into the spheres that have been causing your life to stagnate.

I know you are becoming impatient because you are still struggling... and it seems that nothing in your life has changed in a long, long time. But get ready because it's now time to put your faith into action.

FACT: DIVERSION OF DIVINE ENERGY THAT CONSTANTLY FLOWS WILL TREMENDOUSLY ALTER YOUR PERSONAL SITUATION AND CHANGE YOUR LIFE.

My family has been in the ministry for hundreds of years. This ministry and anointing was imparted to me by my father and his father and grandfather as well. There is one thing you should know, there is only a short window of opportunity for these actions. The last time I was able to perform this specific kind of beneficial impartation was in 2008 (at the beginning of the GREAT RECESSION). That's how rare this opportunity is.

FACT: I AM ONLY RELEASED TO DO THIS DIVINE IMPARTATION FOR VERY SPECIFIC INDIVIDUALS.

I am released in my spirit to do this divine impartation for you with the clear understanding that I need your cooperation to do it successfully. I see it clear as day, a total turn around of your life. I see this change for you even though perhaps no other prophet can see it. I know I am not mistaken about you, I also know I am not mistaken about who should receive my gifts. [All I need from you is a little bit of information which only you can provide by following the directions I will now give you on the use of the four enclosed point of contact agreement prayer cloths.]
FOLLOW MY DIRECTIONS VERY CAREFULLY.

All I ask is that you don't abuse the power that is just waiting to be released through these four prayer cloths I've sent you. If you are not serious about changing your life, getting your hands on at least $27,000 in the next half year, falling in love again (perhaps with someone you already know) and totally freeing yourself from that annoying health concern, then please just dispose of these four cloths right now. Wrap them tightly in tin foil and throw them in the garbage right now! I would hate to see them fall into the wrong hands.

HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED TO DO:

Your life is undergoing a change (it's already begun).

Take the blue prayer cloth in your hand. I felt directed to send this blue cloth to you. And the very fact that the Holy Spirit had me send it to you is very telling. It says that you have not been totally well. (I think you already know this.)

GO ON TO P. 3
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Let the Holy Spirit now remove all anxiety, fear and worry from your life. Let the peace of God flow over you and through you and completely remove that nagging health concern (I believe many of your health concerns were caused by stress and worry). Simply hold the blue cloth over your heart and meditate on what’s been plaguing you.

Saturate this cloth with all of your negative feeling, thoughts and vibrations. Then turn those thoughts to envisioning your good health. Envision yourself surrounded by divine energy and enjoying good health. Then once the prayer cloth is saturated with powerful positive thoughts place it carefully in the reply envelope. (Max. 30 seconds).

#2 Take out the red prayer cloth. I don’t have to tell you what is going on here. Three times I was strongly prompted to send you this red cloth. Three times you have let love go. And don’t tell me that your relationship is full and satisfying as it now stands.

The Holy Spirit is trying to make you aware of something. Love is in the mind! You can’t love only with your heart. Take this red cloth right now and hold it up to your forehead. Think, now, think.

What is it? Who is it... you really want? Fill this cloth with thoughts of the kind of person you dream of. Keep thinking. Envision the one you really love and see your relationship coming together. Then, once this cloth is full of your most precious hopes and dreams carefully place this red cloth in the reply envelope (Max. 30 seconds). You are going to jump on board the train of happiness!

#3 Sister [blank], take out the green cloth. I believe it’s pretty obvious why the Holy Spirit prompted me to send you this green cloth. Green represents life, money, prosperity, success, and growth. This green anointed cloth is now giving you an opportunity to take control of this area of your life - and you desperately need to say yes, because it’s about money.

You have lost time to make up!

As I said before, you should have already been rich by now and a significant windfall is out there. It’s waiting for you if you will just unite your faith with mine and let me help you gain control in this important area. At least $27,000 - is what I’m talking about.

Simply put this green cloth where your money problems stem from - your wallet. Place the green prayer cloth for a moment in your wallet. Now hold your wallet in your hands and think. What are the opportunities you have let slip by through your hands? There have been more than one - several that I see plainly. Concentrate now. More opportunities are about to come your way BUT YOU NEED TO BE ABLE TO RECOGNIZE THEM.
It is here that I can help you the most. Once you have saturated this green cloth with positive thoughts of money windfalls and opportunities, even lucrative job opportunities, place it in the envelope and send all of the cloths back to me. **VERY IMPORTANT!**

#4 Now, take out the gold cloth. Yes, Satan has caused a lot of things to turn out wrong for you... **BUT TOGETHER,** by putting our faith in God... **NOW THINGS ARE GOING TO TURN OUT RIGHT...** believe me... **THE BEST IS YET TO COME.**

God spoke these words to me... **AS I WAS WITH MOSES SO SHALL I BE WITH.** The same power God released upon Moses to lead an entire nation out of bondage is about to start working mightily in you.

**THIS IS STUPFING YET REAL!!!**

Now, **OVER**, take the golden cloth and rub both of your hands lightly on both sides (max 30 seconds) with it... then clap your hands out loud and make a joyful noise unto the Lord for the **FAVOR THAT IS ABOUT TO BE BESTOWED UPON YOU FROM HIM.**

HALALUJAH!! **OVER.**
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MANY LITTLE MIRACLES ARE GOING TO HAPPEN. I can't list them all... but I can tell you as you obey... NO SINGLE AREA OF YOUR LIFE WILL BE NEGLECTED BY GOD'S MIRACLE TOUCH... AS I OBEY HIM IN THESE PROPHETIC STEPS THAT HE HAS COMMANDED ME TO TAKE ON YOUR BEHALF.

YOUR LIFE WILL CHANGE!!

WITH YOUR POSITIVE FEELINGS AND DREAMS THAT HAVE COMPLETELY SATURATED YOUR POINT OF CONTACT PRAYER CLOTHS I WILL BE ABLE TO COME INTO TOTAL AGREEMENT WITH YOU AND AS WE UNITE OUR FAITH TOGETHER WE WILL BE ABLE TO CHANGE YOUR LIFE (Matthew 18:19). I WILL UNDERTAKE A ONE OF A KIND DIVINE IMPARTATION ON YOUR BEHALF THAT WILL CHANGE YOUR SEASONS - MONEY, HEALTH, LOVE. But there's more, read on...

I believe the Holy Spirit has plainly indicated that you are very close to the bottom of your meal barrel. I also can "see" that you CAN'T AFFORD TO WAIT MUCH LONGER TO CATCH THAT WINDFALL OF CASH I'VE BEEN TELLING YOU ABOUT.

Please don't hesitate to take this step towards realizing your God given dreams and aspirations. I know you'll be happy with the results if you'll act now. All I ask is that you also demonstrate your faith to God by sowing a sacrificial seed at this time. If you want God's blessing you must act on His principals - give and it shall be given unto you.

Satan knows that if you don't TRUST your man of God... you disqualify yourself from operating in the miracle realm of God's SUPERNATURAL PROSPERITY.

AS GOD'S PROPHET, I NOW SPEAK A SPIRITUAL UTTERANCE... I believe your most painful and perplexing personal heartaches will disappear, your financial concerns will begin to evaporate like the morning dew, by the time this page reaches my hands... I FEEL IN MY HEART THAT GOD IS GOING TO USE 5 PEOPLE TO BRING THESE THINGS TO PASS... One for each of the 5-fold ministry gifts.

OBEY GOD IN SOWING A SEED OF $27.00. If you have to borrow it, or let something go for a few days... DO IT! I SEE A NEW ENDEAVOR THAT WILL BRING MAGNIFICENT REWARDS IN 3 MONTHS FROM THE DAY YOU OBEY GOD IN THIS.

PRINT HERE: 5 times "MIRACLE MONEY IS COMING"... ____________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
Now, in Jesus’ Name, fold your $27.00 PROPHET’S SEED GIFT in this letter, along with your four cloths saturated with your hopes and dreams... return all of this to me IMMEDIATELY...

Waiting here to obey God...

P.S. we are about to go together on the most wonderful and exciting journey of your life.

Peter Popoff

P.S. Remember, no one should touch the point of contact agreement cloths other than you. Simply follow my directions for destroying these cloths if you choose not to benefit from my help.